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Abstract Testing and deploying mobile wireless networks and applications are
very challenging tasks, due to the network size and administration as
well as node mobility management. Well known simulation tools pro-
vide a more flexible environment but they do not run in real time and
they rely on models of the developed system rather than on the system
itself. Emulation is a hybrid approach allowing real application and
traffic to be run over a simulated network, at the expense of accuracy
when the number of nodes is too important. In this paper, emula-
tion is split in two stages: first, the simulation of network conditions
is precomputed so that it does not undergo real-time constraints that
decrease its accuracy; second, real applications and traffic are run on
an emulation platform where the precomputed events are scheduled in
soft real-time. This allows the use of accurate models for node mobility,
radio signal propagation and communication stacks. An example shows
that a simple situation can be simply tested with real applications and
traffic while relying on accurate models. The consistency between the
simulation results and the emulated conditions is also illustrated.

1. Introduction
Developing and testing wireless communication protocols and dis-

tributed applications is a big challenge. Developers must face a po-
tentially high dynamism of the network topology due to terminal mo-
bility and environment-specific radio propagation issues, in addition to
well-known difficulties related to the general networking aspects in a
distributed environment.
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A first solution is to set up an experimental testbed with a suffi-
cient amount of nodes and links, including routers, network interface
hardware, full communication stacks and applications. Even in a wired
context, such testbeds are expensive, impractical to use or configure,
unable to repeat the same experiments or to set up limit conditions. In
a wireless context, making the nodes move is an additional difficulty. A
more practical solution is to use a discrete event simulation tool such
as ns-2 [1] or GloMoSim [18]. In this case, developers must provide
models for all the communication stacks of the tested system (including
applications), the environment and the generated traffic. Models can be
very accurate because there are no real-time constraints. However, en-
tirely relying on models may imply other drawbacks: when the system is
under development, providing appropriate models leads to a potentially
expensive redundant development; when the system is already imple-
mented and is too complex, developing the associated models may be
too expensive or simply impossible.

Emulation is a solution offering a compromise between real life ex-
periments and simulation. It simulates in real-time the service of a
given layer on the basis of models of the underlying layers, allowing real
software to be executed on top of that layer. In a network-level em-
ulator for instance, true applications and transport-level protocols can
send and receive regular IP datagrams. The operational part of the
emulation (i.e. from the emulated service up to the applications) can
be composed of off-the-shelf elements, like TCP, UDP or probing tools
like tcpdump, as well as software under development. The delivered IP
datagrams are delayed or lost in real-time so as to reproduce some user-
defined experimental conditions. Nevertheless, the operational part of
the emulation can cause scalability problems, e.g. when many nodes are
involved. Classical examples of IP-level emulators are Dummynet [15]
and NIST Net [2].

The present work introduces W-NINE, an emulation platform aiming
at the emulation of a wide range of wireless networks. It is based on
a preliminary off line non real-time simulation stage associated with a
regular IP-level emulation stage. This preliminary stage computes the
dynamic topology of a wireless mobile network. The simulation models
can range from very simple probabilistic models to accurate ones since
this stage is not run in real-time. This stage produces an emulation sce-
nario that is subsequently scheduled in soft real-time (i.e. deadlines may
be missed, but should then be reported to the user) on the experimen-
tation platform, while real applications and protocols are tested. Thus
W-NINE combines models accuracy with real-time IP-level emulation.
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This paper provides a brief overview of related work and then focuses
on the architecture of the W-NINE platform. A detailed description of
the offline simulation stage is then given. Then the usage of W-NINE is
illustrated in a WiFi environment through a simple mobile application.

2. Related Work
The main goal of emulation is to reproduce in real time the behavior

of some target network. As real distributed nodes must communicate, an
experimentation network is used during the emulation. A major aspect
of emulation is the need for an over-provisioned physical experimentation
network. Typically a classical research environment cannot emulate core
networks but is suitable for most access networks such as satellite, xDSL,
end-to-end WAN communications [10], ad-hoc environments, etc.

In network-level emulation, only a few parameters need to be manip-
ulated to mimic specific network conditions for an end-to-end commu-
nication: bandwidth, delay and packet losses. Traffic shapers such as
Dummynet [15] or NIST Net [2] can be used as basic tools allowing the
manipulation of these parameters and can constrain the traffic of the ex-
perimentation network. A number of large emulation testbeds use such
traffic shapers, e.g. Netbed/Emulab [17]. Various approaches allow the
dynamic configuration of a traffic shaper during an emulation.

Emulators built on a trace-based approach [11] reproduce the behav-
ior of a real network (wired or wireless) on the experimentation network,
according to previously captured traces. Those traces have to be pro-
cessed to produce an emulation model that will be easily interpreted by
the traffic shaping part of the emulator (i.e. a model made of bandwidth,
delays and losses). This processing phase is called the distillation phase.
It results in an accurate emulation of what happened in the real net-
work. However, capturing traces can be difficult and expensive in time,
for instance in large-scale networks. Moreover, traces are a snapshot of
specific network conditions at some moment in time. For a user, it is
nearly impossible to set up some unforeseen condition: a new experi-
ment should be set up so that the expected situation really happens,
thus allowing to capture an adequate set of traces.

A second approach consists in using a simulation stage. As an ex-
ample, ns-2 provides an emulation mode [3], although it is widely used
by researchers as a discrete event simulation platform. Contrary to this
classical use, the emulation mode operates with a real time scheduler and
is able to process real packets. The ns-2 emulator can work in two com-
plementary modes: an opaque mode where real packets are not modified
but undergo semantic or temporal modifications, and a protocol mode
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which, in addition, allows real packets to be interpreted and modified
by ns-2 network models. An extension for wireless networks emulation
has been presented in [8]. It uses the new features added by wireless
extensions of the ns-2 simulator to emulate ad-hoc environments. In
this emulator, wireless and ad-hoc conditions are reproduced by ns-2,
so its accuracy depends on the modeling level used. Another exemple
of this type of emulation platform is Seawind [9], which is used in the
context of mobile wireless WANs like GPRS.

The main difficulty with this fully centralized type of emulation is
that the discrete-event simulator has to process all relevant events in
real-time. When the density of events becomes too important, the sim-
ulator drifts and does not meet the timing contraints, thus invalidating
the emulation results. The main causes of the increase of event density
are the number of nodes involved and the accuracy of the implemented
models. For wireless networks, these models handle not only communi-
cation layers, but also node mobility and radio signal propagation. The
latter may involve complex random number generation or ray-tracing
algorithms [16].

Several ways of preventing the simulation drift have been proposed. A
first distribution scheme consists in parallelizing the simulation task ac-
cross several hosts, each being responsible for only a subset of emulated
nodes. This is done in e.g. PDNS [14] and Netbed/Emulab [17]; the
latter makes use of a grid and provides an integrated access to three dis-
parate experimental environments: simulated, emulated, and wide-area
network testbeds. Another distribution scheme consists in delegating
part of the simulation task to each emulated node. The central simula-
tion node(s) then periodically synchronize its computation with that of
emulated nodes. This approach has been used in several wireless network
emulation platforms, such as EMWIN [19] and JEmu [4]. Each emulated
node computes its own propagation capacities, typically neighbor tables,
while the central simulation periodically broadcasts new positions. This
approach is rather intrusive in that each emulated node must host spe-
cial software. In addition none of these platforms currently implement
accurate propagation models.

An alternative approach consists in using a precomputed scenario to
control a traffic shaper, as in the Network Emulation Testbed [5], which
allows the use of XML-formatted scenarii to emulate wireline networks.
This paper extends this approach in the context of wireless networks, so
as to allow the use of accurate mobility, propagation and communication
models. These models are run at simulation-time, in a preliminary stage
that does not undergo real-time constraints. The real-time constraints
have to be met only at emulation-time, when applications and traffic get
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operational. The topic of real-time traffic shaping is outside the scope
of this paper.

3. The W-NINE Platform
The W-NINE platform is designed to emulate a large spectrum of mo-

bile wireless networks based on high-level experiment descriptions writ-
ten by developers for tests. A high-level experiment description allows
the combination of accurate simulation models at the user level, so that
tested situations can approximate real conditions. W-NINE consists of
a network emulation platform, called NINE (Nine Is a Network Emu-
lator), which was already used in various emulation experiments [10],
and a Simulator for Wireless Networks Emulation, called SWINE (see
Figure 1).

11111

High-level
experiment
description

SWINE
Offline

Simulator

NINE Emulation Platform

Configuration node Physical experiment nodes
(real apps & protocols)

Figure 1. The W-NINE Platform Architecture

The NINE network emulator is a platform of interconnected nodes
where the IP traffic is shaped with Dummynet [15]. The experimen-
tal network is a wired Ethernet gigabit network. NINE also includes a
configuration node that uses an emulation scenario to schedule in (soft)
real-time Dummynet configuration commands corresponding to precom-
puted QoS events, such as bandwidth or delay change on a given link.
Real applications and transport protocols are deployed on the physical
experiment nodes and the IP datagrams that they exchange are system-
atically routed to the traffic shaper, that delays or loses them according
to the current emulation state.

The SWINE simulator is a discrete event simulator that runs offline
before the emulation stage. Its purpose is to generate the NINE emula-
tion scenario corresponding to a high-level experiment description. This
description fully describes an experiment, i.e. the movement of mobile
nodes, their energy consumption, the positions of obstacles, the radio
propagation conditions and the communication stack from the physical
medium to the network level on each node. A model toolbox is used
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for helping the end-user to provide a high-level experiment description,
for example to express node mobility (e.g. Random Waypoint or Pursue
mobility model [6]), propagation of the radio signal between end systems
(e.g. Path Loss Exponent propagation model, associated with Rayleigh
or Rice fading model [13]), energy management or the wireless technol-
ogy used. The parameters of these models can be changed for each new
experiment. Moreover, SWINE is defined as an open architecture and
allows the easy addition of new models. A more detailed description of
SWINE can be found in Section 4.

To sum up, the roles of SWINE and NINE are quite simple: SWINE
precomputes a scenario composed of IP traffic constraints, and NINE
provides a physical network interconnecting real node, where the IP
traffic is shaped in soft real-time according to this scenario, as if the
underlying network was a mobile wireless network.

The limited role of SWINE makes it a much simpler simulator than
ns-2 or GloMoSim. SWINE does not have to model neither network
layers above IP nor the application or the traffic itself, while in ns-
2, every packet is simulated and passed across all the modeled layers,
starting from the application to the physical channel. The principle
behind SWINE is not to simulate packets, but to compute the effects of
the target network on the bandwidth, delay and losses of each potential
link, according to models of lower communication layers (physical, MAC
and IP), propagation issues and node mobility.

4. Simulator Architecture

The SWINE simulator computes the evolution over a given period of
time of a mobile wireless network in terms of network-level parameters,
i.e. data throughput, delay and packet losses. The simulation must take
into account the node movements, radio propagation issues and the com-
munication stack used for delivering IP packets to the transport layer.
Moreover, SWINE takes its input from the end-user (high-level exper-
iment description) and delivers its output to the NINE configuration
software.

The high-level experiment description describes the nodes (their move-
ments, their communication stacks up to IP, including ad-hoc routing
protocols) and the environment (obstacles and radio propagation con-
ditions). This description is analysed by SWINE, which consequently
creates both the domain objects and the model objects. Domain ob-
jects include nodes, links and routes, as well as obstacles. Model objects
realize the equations corresponding to the user-specified models. For in-
stance, a path loss exponent model object computes the pathloss in dB,
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i.e. PL{d) = PL(d0) + l0n\og(d/d0) [13]. The simulation block then dis-
cretely computes the dynamic topology: the positions of each node over
time, then the received power, data throughput, packet loss and delay
for each node and link, and finally available routes and IP parameters
on those routes. This simulation stage delegates a great amount of the
computation to the model objects. Finally, the results are synthesized
into an emulation scenario for the NINE platform.

At the time of writing, a prototype version of SWINE is implemented
and supports the following models: Random Walk, Random Waypoint,
Rectilinear Uniform, Still mobility models; Friis, Two-ray, Path-Loss
Exponent large-scale pathloss models; Per-Obstacle Absorption, Lognor-
mal medium-scale shadowing model; Rayleigh short-scale fading model;
Thermal noise model; Table-based IP throughput model. This first ver-
sion has been set up to demonstrate the usefulness of a simple IP-level
simulator, as opposed to more complex simulators like ns-2 that encom-
pass additional models for applications, transport protocols and network
traffic. A more mature version will be developed with a full support for
mobile ad-hoc networks in mind. This implies group-based mobility
models and a more explicit simulation of the concurrent access to the
radio resource.

5. Experimenting with W-NINE
In this section we describe a simple W-NINE session. The emulated

network is a 802.11b infrastructure network in an office, where a fixed
station Fl wired to the access point continuously transmits UDP data
to a mobile host Ml. The purpose of this experiment is to demonstrate
that W-NINE can emulate wireless network with a sufficient amount of
realism.

The emulated network and experimental conditions are described in
the high-level experiment description, which contains the models for mo-
bility, propagation and IP communication. The mobile host moves recti-
linearly back and forth with a constant speed of 0.5 m/s over 40 m (this
model is easier to interpret than a classical random waypoint model).
Among other curves, Figure 2 shows the Fl-Ml distance computed by
SWINE with a time granularity of 500 ms. The large-scale propagation
model used is a path loss exponent model, where n = 4.6, do = 1 m
and PL(do) is estimated using the Friis free-space path loss model. Two
obstacles absorb respectively 50% and 100% of the received signal. A
second simulation adds a Rayleigh fading model. Figure 2 also shows
the received power Pr for both faded and not faded experiments. As
expected, Rayleigh fading causes fast variations of Pr. Additionally, the
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Radio signal propagation from F1 to M1

5.5 Mb/s radio sensitivity threshold
2 Mb/s radio sensitivity threshold
1 Mb/s radio sensitivity threshold

Figure 2. Plot of SWINE's Raw Output (Distance and Received Power)

Pr brutal drops and holes are due to signal absorption by the obsta-
cles when the Ml passes in front of them. The horizontal lines show
the minimal power needed to receive data transmitted at 1, 2, 5.5 and
11 Mb/s.

The communication model is based on a simple table associating an
IP throughput with the received signal: the receiver's radio sensitivity
levels allows the selection of the appropriate transmission speed and the
802.11b PHY and MAC protocols then allow the computation of the
theoretical maximum data throughput [7]. The packet loss rate is either
0 or 1, and delays due to auto-rate fallback were ignored. The com-
puted throughput is illustrated in Figure 3 for both faded and not faded
experiments. The steps-like curve represents the computed throughput
and changes according to the Pr level, with much more frequent changes
when Rayleigh fading is taken into account. The throughput changes
for each link compose the emulation scenario computed by SWINE.

Until now, no real traffic has been sent from Fl to Ml. During the
emulation stage, two tasks are run in parallel: applications are run on
NINE physical nodes while the Dummynet traffic shaper is configured
in real-time according to the scenario computed by SWINE. Here, the
application used is MGEN [12]: a MGEN/UDP transmitter runs on
the Linux PC hosting Fl and a MGEN receiver runs on Mi's host.
MGEN is configured to measure the throughput from Fl to Ml, now
with real UDP/IP packets going through the Dummynet traffic shaper.
Figure 3 shows that as soon as QoS events are scheduled on the shaper,
the measured throughput changes accordingly.

This experiment shows that a high-level, i.e. user-friendly, description
of an experiment can be used to dynamically configure an Ethernet-based
emulation platform where real applications can run in real-time as if they
were deployed over a wireless network.
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Figure 3. Throughput Computed by SWINE and Measured by MGEN on NINE

6. Conclusion

This paper introduces W-NINE, a platform allowing the test of dis-
tributed applications and/or transport protocols over an emulated mo-
bile wireless network. It is based on a two-stage process that allow both
the use of accurate simulation models for lower layers and testing real
application and higher layers protocols in real time.

W-NINE is based on the SWINE offline simulator which produces an
emulation scenario for NINE, a real-time IP-level emulation platform.
NINE is currently deployed in our labs and a first version of the SWINE
simulator has been developed, focusing on the integration of well-known
models for node mobility, radio propagation and medium access control.
More models can be easily integrated to SWINE.
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